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Cap Completion and C-Terminal Repeat Domain Kinase Recruitment
Underlie the Initiation-Elongation Transition of RNA Polymerase II

Michael Lidschreiber, Kristin Leike, Patrick Cramer

Gene Center and Department of Biochemistry, Center for Integrated Protein Science Munich, Ludwig Maximilians Universität München, Munich, Germany

After transcription initiation, RNA polymerase (Pol) II escapes from the promoter and recruits elongation factors. The molecu-
lar basis for the initiation-elongation factor exchange during this transition remains poorly understood. Here, we used chroma-
tin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) to elucidate the initiation-elongation transition of Pol II in the budding yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. We show that the early Pol II elongation factor Spt5 contributes to stable recruitment of the mRNA capping enzymes
Cet1, Ceg1, and Abd1. Genome-wide occupancy for Cet1 and Ceg1 is restricted to the transcription start site (TSS), whereas oc-
cupancy for Abd1 peaks at �110 nucleotides downstream, and occupancy for the cap-binding complex (CBC) rises subse-
quently. Abd1 and CBC are important for recruitment of the kinases Ctk1 and Bur1, which promote elongation and capping en-
zyme release. These results suggest that cap completion stimulates productive Pol II elongation.

Transcription of protein-coding genes by RNA polymerase
(Pol) II begins with assembly of an initiation complex at the

promoter. As the RNA grows, initiation factors dissociate from
Pol II, and elongation factors are recruited (1–3). The initiation-
elongation transition begins when the nascent RNA grows to
about 12 nucleotides (nt), which releases initiation factor TFIIB
(4, 5). Release of initiation factors frees the Pol II clamp domain,
which binds the conserved elongation factor Spt5 (6, 7). Here, we
refer to the exchange of initiation by elongation factors as the
initiation-elongation transition. The transition starts with the dis-
sociation of initiation factors and ends with completed recruit-
ment of elongation factors.

During initiation, the C-terminal repeat domain (CTD) of Pol
II gets phosphorylated at the serine 5 (S5) and S7 residues (8–10).
CTD S5 phosphorylation is important for recruitment of RNA 5=
capping enzymes (11–13). Capping starts with removal of the ter-
minal �-phosphate from the 5= triphosphate end of the nascent
RNA, which is catalyzed by the RNA triphosphatase (14–16). The
truncated RNA 5= end is then linked to an inverted guanylyl group
by the guanylyltransferase. Finally, the cap methyltransferase
methylates position N7 of the newly added terminal guanine. In
Saccharomyces cerevisiae the three catalytic activities are encoded
by Cet1, Ceg1, and Abd1, respectively. In metazoans the first two
steps of the capping reaction are catalyzed by a single capping
enzyme consisting of an N-terminal triphosphatase and a C-ter-
minal guanylyltransferase domain. The resulting 7-methyl-
guanosine (m7G) cap protects the transcript from degradation
and promotes translation initiation of the mRNA (17, 18). The
complete cap associates with the cap-binding complex (CBC) that
functions in pre-mRNA splicing and mRNA export (19, 20).

We have previously obtained high-resolution genome-wide
occupancy profiles for Pol II initiation and elongation factors by
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) in S. cerevisiae. These
studies showed that initiation factor occupancy peaked around 50
bp upstream of the transcription start site (TSS) (21), consistent
with recent nucleotide resolution studies combining ChIP with
exonuclease digestion (ChIP-exo) (22). Exchange of Pol II initia-
tion factors by elongation factors mainly occurred within 150 bp
downstream of the TSS (21). Further downstream, CTD phos-
phorylation levels decreased at residues S5 and S7 and increased at

residues Y1 (23) and S2 (8, 9, 21). S2 phosphorylation is achieved
by the CTD kinases Bur1 (24) and Ctk1 (25) that enable efficient
RNA elongation and 3= processing (26, 27). The mechanisms to
recruit these elongation-promoting kinases are poorly under-
stood although recent work showed that Bur1 recruitment is stim-
ulated by its C-terminal region that binds the S5-phosphorylated
CTD (24).

Bur1 and Ctk1 share homology with mammalian Cdk9, the
kinase of the P-TEFb (positive transcription elongation factor b)
complex that triggers the transition into productive elongation
(28–30). For a long time it was believed that Cdk9 was the major
contributor to S2 phosphorylation in higher eukaryotes, but re-
cent evidence suggested that the Drosophila and human Cdk12
proteins also contribute to S2 phosphorylation and that Bur1 and
Ctk1 might be the orthologs of Cdk9 and Cdk12, respectively (31).
P-TEFb can release Pol II from promoter-proximal pause sites by
phosphorylating the CTD, DSIF (human Spt4-Spt5), and NELF
(negative elongation factor), leading to dissociation of NELF and
transformation of DSIF into a positive elongation factor (32, 33).
While most of the key players controlling the initiation-elonga-
tion transition are conserved between S. cerevisiae and higher eu-
karyotes, yeast and Caenorhabditis elegans apparently lack an
NELF ortholog and promoter-proximal pausing.

Human Cdk9 physically interacts with the CBC (34), and Cdk9
from the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe interacts with
the cap methyltransferase (35, 36). Further, Spt5 interacts with
human, S. cerevisiae, and S. pombe capping enzymes (37–40).
These interactions have led to a capping checkpoint model that
suggests that Pol II pauses near the TSS to allow for cotrans-
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criptional capping before entering productive elongation (2,
38, 41, 42).

The relevance of these interactions for the recruitment of the
capping machinery and early elongation factors to transcribed
genes has not been studied genome-wide in vivo. To address this,
we extended our combined ChIP-microarray technology (ChIP-
chip) occupancy profiling to capping enzymes and the cap-bind-
ing complex (CBC). We found that the first two capping enzymes,
Cet1 and Ceg1, are recruited near the TSS, whereas the third en-
zyme, the methyltransferase Abd1, is recruited about 110 bp
downstream of the TSS, and CBC is recruited further down-
stream. We report that capping enzyme recruitment requires the
C-terminal region (CTR) of Spt5 and that Bur1 helps to release
capping enzymes from Spt5 once capping is completed. More-
over, we show that Abd1 and CBC are involved in the recruitment
of Ctk1 and Bur1 in vivo, thus maintaining proper levels of S2-
phosphorylated Pol II and elongation factors.

Recently, a study appeared that showed that gene recruitment
of Bur2 and Ctk2, the cyclin partners of Bur1 and Ctk1, respec-
tively, required the CBC and that the kinase complexes interacted
with the CBC (43). This study demonstrated an effect of CBC
deletion on S2 phosphorylation. Our data are consistent with
these findings and also provide additional insights that lead to a
model for factor exchange during the initiation-elongation tran-
sition of Pol II that supports the capping checkpoint model and
has implications for understanding the promoter-proximal tran-
sition in higher cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast strains and epitope tagging. All S. cerevisiae strains used in this
study are listed in Table 1. Deletion of the 15 C-terminal hexapeptide
repeats (CTR; amino acids 931 to 1063) of Spt5 was done by homologous
recombination with the KanMX6 cassette, amplified from the pFA6a-
KanMX6 vector. For ChIP of C-terminally tandem affinity purification
(TAP)-tagged versions of target proteins (TAP strains), TAP strains were
either bought (Open Biosystems) or generated by integration of the TAP
tag into the genome C-terminal of the respective genes by homologous
recombination. For nuclear depletion of Abd1 using the anchor-away
(AA) method (44), an FKBP12-rapamycin-binding (FRB) tag was intro-
duced at the C terminus of Abd1. Anchor-away strains were generated as
described previously (44) using PCR products amplified from plasmids
pFA6a-FRB-KanMX6 and pFA6a-FRB-GFP-KanMX6 (where GFP is
green fluorescent protein) (P30578/P30580; Euroscarf). For spot dilu-
tions, cells were grown in yeast extract-peptone-dextrose (YPD) medium
at 30°C to stationary phase and diluted to an optical density at 600 nm
(OD600) of �1.0. Equal amounts of cells were spotted on YPD plates with
or without 1 �g/ml (final concentration [f.c.]) rapamycin (LC Laborato-
ries) in 10-fold serial dilutions. Plates were incubated at 30°C and in-
spected daily. For microscopy, cells were grown in YPD medium with 40
mg/liter adenine hemisulfate at 30°C to pre-log phase. Cultures were split
and incubated with equal volumes of either rapamycin (1 �g/ml f.c. in
dimethyl sulfoxide [DMSO]) or DMSO at 30°C for another 60 min. Cells
were resolved in water and inspected under a microscope (Leica DM2500
microscope with an EL6000 light source). A DFC365FX camera and LAS
AF 6000 Modular Systems, version 2.6.0.7266, software (Leica) were used
for image analysis.

TABLE 1 Yeast strains used in this study

Strain namea Genotype Source

WT BY4741 MATa his3�1 leu2�0 met15�0 ura3�0 Euroscarf
Cet1-TAP BY4741 CET1::TAP::HIS3MX6 Open Biosystems
Ceg1-TAP RS453 MATa CEG1::TAP::TRP1-KL K. Sträßer
Abd1-TAP BY4741 ABD1::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
Cet1-TAP Spt5 �CTR BY4741 CET1::TAP::HIS3MX6 SPT5�931–1063::KANMX6 This study
Ceg1-TAP Spt5 �CTR RS453 CEG1::TAP::TRP1-KL SPT5�931–1063::KANMX6 This study
Abd1-TAP Spt5 �CTR BY4741 ABD1::TAP::HIS3MX6 SPT5�931–1063::KANMX6 This study
bur2� strain BY4741 bur2::KANMX6 Open Biosystems
bur2� Cet1-TAP BY4741 bur2::KANMX6; Cet1::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
bur2� Abd1-TAP BY4741 bur2::KANMX6; Abd1::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
CBP20-TAP BY4741 CBP20::TAP::HIS3MX6 Open Biosystems
CBP80-TAP BY4741 CBP80::TAP::HIS3MX6 Open Biosystems
cbp20� strain BY4741 cbp20::KANMX6 Invitrogen
cbp20� Bur1-TAP BY4741 cbp20::KANMX6 BUR1::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
cbp20� Ctk1-TAP BY4741 cbp20::KANMX6; CTK1::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
cbp20� Elf1-TAP BY4741 cbp20::KANMX6 ELF1::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
cbp20� Spn1-TAP BY4741 cbp20::KANMX6 SPN1::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
cbp20� Spt4-TAP BY4741 cbp20::KANMX6 SPT4::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
cbp20� Spt5-TAP BY4741 cbp20::KANMX6 SPT5::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
cbp20� Spt6-TAP BY4741 cbp20::KANMX6 SPT6::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
cbp20� Spt16-TAP BY4741 cbp20::KANMX6 SPT16::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
Anchor-away WT (AA) HHY168 MAT� ade2-1 trp1-1 can1-100 leu2-3,112 his3-11,15 ura3 GAL psi� tor1-1 fpr1::NAT

RPL13A-2�FKBP12::TRP1
Euroscarf

AA Bur1-TAP HHY168 BUR1::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
AA Ctk1-TAP HHY168 CTK1::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
AA Abd1-FRB HHY168 ABD1::FRB::KANMX6 This study
AA Abd1-FRB-GFP HHY168 ABD1::FRB::GFP::KANMX6 This study
AA Abd1-FRB Bur1-TAP HHY168 ABD1::FRB::KANMX6 BUR1::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
AA Abd1-FRB CBP20-TAP HHY168 ABD1::FRB::KANMX6 CBP20::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
AA Abd1-FRB Ctk1-TAP HHY168 ABD1::FRB::KANMX6 CTK1::TAP::HIS3MX6 This study
a WT, wild type.
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Chromatin immunoprecipitation. For standard ChIP experiments,
yeast cultures were grown in 40 ml of YPD medium at 30°C to mid-log
phase (OD600 of �0.8) and treated with 1% formaldehyde (F1635; Sigma)
for 20 min at 20°C, and cross-linking was quenched with 5 ml of 3 M
glycine for 10 min. For Abd1 anchor-away ChIP experiments, yeast cul-
tures were grown in 80 ml of YPD medium to an OD600 of �0.6, split, and
incubated with equal volumes of either rapamycin (1 �g/ml f.c. in DMSO)
or DMSO at 30°C for another 60 min before formaldehyde cross-linking.
Subsequent steps were performed at 4°C with precooled buffers contain-
ing protease inhibitors (1 mM leupeptin, 2 mM pepstatin A, 100 mM
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 280 mM benzamidine). Cells were col-
lected by centrifugation, washed twice with 1� Tris-buffered saline (TBS;
20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) and twice with FA lysis buffer
(50 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton
X-100, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS). Cell pellets were flash-
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at �80°C. Pellets were thawed, resus-
pended in 1 ml of FA lysis buffer, and disrupted by bead beating (Retsch)
in the presence of 1 ml of silica-zirconia beads for 30 min at 4°C. Lysis
efficiency was typically 	80%. Chromatin was solubilized and frag-
mented via sonication with a Bioruptor UCD-200 (Diagenode, Inc.). A
total of 700 �l of sample was immunoprecipitated with 20 �l of IgG-
Sepharose 6 Fast Flow beads (GE Healthcare) at 4°C for 1 h. The IgG beads
were directed against the protein A content of the C-terminal TAP tag. For
ChIP of RNA polymerase II, a monoclonal antibody directed against the
Rpb3 subunit (1Y26; NeoClone) or a polyclonal antibody directed against
the Ser-2 phosphorylated CTD (Bethyl Laboratories) was used. Chroma-
tin (700 �l) was immunoprecipitated with either 5 �l of 1Y26 or 2 �l of
anti-Ser-2 CTD antibody for 18 h at 4°C, followed by the addition of 25 �l
of protein G and protein A-Sepharose 4 Fast Flow (GE Healthcare) and
incubation for another 1.5 h at 4°C. Immunoprecipitated chromatin was
washed three times with FA lysis buffer, twice with FA lysis buffer con-
taining 500 mM NaCl, twice with ChIP wash buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH
8.0, 0.25 M LiCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% NP-40, 0.5% Na deoxycholate), and
once with TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA). Immuno-
precipitated chromatin was eluted for 10 min at 65°C with ChIP elution
buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA, 1% SDS). Eluted chro-
matin was digested with proteinase K (Sigma) at 37°C for 2 h, and the
reversal of cross-links was performed at 65°C overnight. DNA was puri-
fied with a QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen) according to the man-
ufacturer’s instructions. For ChIP-chip experiments, the above protocol
was modified. Yeast cultures were grown in 600 ml of YPD medium, and
cell disruption by bead beating was performed for 2 h. Chromatin was
immunoprecipitated for 4 h and, after washing (see above), incubated for
60 min at 65°C.

qPCR. Input and immunoprecipitated samples were assayed by quan-
titative real-time PCR (qPCR) to assess the extent of protein occupancy at
different genomic regions. Primer pairs directed against different regions
of the ADH1, PMA1, ACT1, and ILV5 genes as well as against an untran-
scribed control region of chromosome V were used to determine PCR
efficiencies. All PCR efficiencies ranged between 95 and 100%. PCR mix-
tures contained 1 �l of DNA template, 2 �l of 10 �M primer pairs, and
12.5 �l of iTaq SYBR green Supermix (Bio-Rad). qPCR was performed on
a CFX96 real-time system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.) using a 3-min
denaturing step at 95°C, followed by 49 cycles of 30 s at 95°C, 30 s at 61°C,
and 15 s at 72°C. Threshold cycle (CT) values were determined by appli-
cation of the corresponding Bio-Rad CFX Manager software, version 1.1,
using the CT determination mode “regression.” Fold enrichment of any
given region over an open reading frame (ORF)-free untranscribed region
on chromosome V was determined as described previously (45). Sequence
information of primer pairs used in this study is available upon request.

DNA labeling and microarray handling. DNA samples were amplified
and reamplified with a GenomePlex Complete Whole Genome Amplifica-
tion 2 (WGA2) kit using the Farnham laboratory WGA protocol for ChIP-
chip (http://www.genomecenter.ucdavis.edu/farnham/protocol.html). The
reamplification was performed in the presence of 0.4 mM dUTP (U1191;

Promega) to allow later enzymatic fragmentation. The enzymatic frag-
mentation, labeling, hybridization, and array scanning were done accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions (Affymetrix chromatin immuno-
precipitation assay protocol, product number [P/N] 702238) (46).
Enzymatic fragmentation and terminal labeling were performed by appli-
cation of a GeneChip WT double-stranded DNA terminal labeling kit
(P/N 900812; Affymetrix). Briefly, reamplified DNA was fragmented in
the presence of 1.5 �l of uracil-DNA-glycosylase (10 U/�l) and 2.25 �l of
APE1 (100 U/�l) at 30°C for 1 h 15 min. The fragmented DNA was then
labeled at the 3= end by adding 2 �l and 1 �l of terminal nucleotidyl
transferase (TdT; 30 U/�l) and GeneChip DNA labeling reagent (5 mM),
respectively. A total of 5.5 �g of fragmented and labeled DNA was hybrid-
ized to a high-density custom-made Affymetrix tiling array (P/N 520055)
at 45°C for 16 h with constant rotational mixing at 60 rpm in a GeneChip
Hybridization Oven 640 (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). Washing and
staining of the tiling arrays were performed using the FS450_0001 script of
the Affymetrix GeneChip Fluidics Station 450. The arrays were scanned
using an Affymetrix GeneChip Scanner 3000 7G.

ChIP-chip occupancy profiling. ChIP-chip experiments were per-
formed and analyzed as described previously (21), with some modifica-
tions. Briefly, two independent biological replicates were analyzed for
each factor. First, we performed quantile normalization between replicate
measurements and averaged the signal for each probe over the replicate
intensities. For the capping enzymes, ChIP enrichments were obtained by
dividing ChIP intensities by input intensities (log2 IP/input). For CBP20,
ChIP data were normalized using both mock IP and input measurements.
Normalized signal was converted to occupancy values between 0 and
100% by setting the genome-wide 99.8% quantile to 100% occupancy and
the 10% quantile to 0% occupancy. The normalized ChIP-chip signal at
each nucleotide was calculated as the median of all probes overlapping this
position. Profiles were smoothed using running-median smoothing with
a window half-size of 75 bp. To average profiles, genes were filtered. Of
4,366 yeast genes with annotated TSS and polyadenylation (pA) sites (47),
we examined the 50% most highly expressed genes (48) that were at least
200 bp away from neighboring genes (1,140 genes; total set). Further-
more, the total set was subdivided into three length classes, short (512 to
937 bp), medium (938 to 1,537 bp), and long (1,538 to 2,895 bp), com-
prising 266, 339, and 299 filtered genes, respectively. Profiles within these
classes were aligned at their TSS and pA sites, scaled to median length, and
averaged using a 5% trimmed mean at each genomic position. To avoid
scaling of profiles, profiles within gene classes were cut around the TSS
(250 bp upstream to 650 bp downstream; only genes of 	680 bp were
considered) and averaged using a 5% trimmed mean at each genomic
position. To calculate peak positions, profiles were cut around the TSS
(150 bp upstream to 350 bp downstream) and smoothed with cubic
splines (R package: stats, function: smooth. spline, parameter: spar 
 0.9).
The maximum value of the smoothed curve was selected as peak position.
For calculation of gene-wise peak distances between Cet1-Ceg1 and Abd1,
genes with detectable peaks were selected.

Correlation analysis and network construction. Analyses were done
using 4,366 genes with available TSS and pA annotations. Pairwise Pear-
son correlations over factor occupancy profiles were calculated between
concatenated gene profiles, ranging each from the TSS minus 250 bp to
the pA site plus 250 bp, and were provided as a similarity metric. The
correlation-based network was calculated using the GraphViz’s Neato al-
gorithm (49) employing an edge-weighted, spring-embedded layout pro-
cedure, attempting to minimize a global energy function, which is equiv-
alent to statistical multidimensional scaling.

Microarray data accession number. Raw and normalized data have
been deposited in Array Express under accession number E-MTAB-1552.

RESULTS
Involvement of the Spt5 CTR in recruitment of capping en-
zymes. Spt5 may help to recruit capping enzymes to transcribed
genes since it copurifies with Cet1, Ceg1, and Abd1 (39). In vitro,
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Spt5 binds and activates the human capping enzyme (37), and its
C-terminal repeat region (CTR) binds S. pombe triphosphatase
and guanylyltransferase (38, 40). To test whether Spt5 is involved
in recruiting capping enzymes in vivo, we carried out ChIP analy-
sis in S. cerevisiae strains expressing only Spt5 lacking the CTR (50,
51). We detected a decrease in the occupancy of Cet1, Ceg1, and
Abd1 to about 65%, 50%, and 35% of wild-type levels, respec-
tively, at the 5= region of the ADH1 gene, whereas Pol II occupancy
was relatively unaffected (Fig. 1A). Similar results were obtained
for ACT1 (see Fig. S1B in the supplemental material). Total pro-
tein levels of Cet1, Ceg1, and Abd1 remained unchanged in the
CTR-deleted cells (see Fig. S1A). These results show that replacing
Spt5 with a mutant lacking the CTR reduces occupancy of capping
enzymes over the ADH1 and ACT1 genes. Since S5 phosphoryla-
tion of the CTD by the initiation factor TFIIH kinase Kin28 is also
required for capping enzyme recruitment (11–13), these results
suggest that the Spt5 CTR and the Pol II CTD both contribute to

ensure full recruitment of capping enzymes to the 5= region of
genes in vivo.

The Bur1 kinase complex promotes release of capping en-
zymes. We demonstrated that deletion of the CTR of Spt5 reduced
Abd1 occupancy at the 5= regions of ADH1 and ACT1 but not
further downstream (Fig. 1A; see also Fig. S1B in the supplemental
material), suggesting that Abd1 is released from Spt5 during the
initiation-elongation transition. Since the elongation-promoting
kinase complex Bur1-Bur2 phosphorylates the Spt5 CTR during
this transition (50, 52), Bur1 may help to release capping enzymes
from Spt5 after cap completion. To investigate this, we carried out
ChIP analysis of Cet1 and Abd1 in a strain lacking Bur2, the cyclin
subunit of the Bur1 complex (Fig. 1B and C). In the bur2� mutant,
phosphorylation of Spt5 was reduced (52). Cet1 and Abd1 occu-
pancies were normalized against Pol II occupancy since the Bur2
deletion had a negative effect on Pol II recruitment (Fig. 1B). We
found that deletion of Bur2 led to a significant increase (	2-fold)

FIG 1 The Spt5 CTR is involved in recruitment of capping enzymes. ChIP-qPCR analysis was performed to monitor capping enzyme and Pol II recruitment at
three different gene regions of ADH1: TSS (5=), coding (open reading frame [ORF]), and terminator region (3=). Occupancies were calculated as fold enrichments
over an ORF-free untranscribed region on chromosome V and are indicated on the y axes (see Materials and Methods). Error bars show standard deviations from
three independent experiments of biological replicates, and the asterisk indicates factor occupancies that are significantly different (P � 0.05) between the
wild-type and mutant conditions using Student’s t test. (A) Cet1, Ceg1, Abd1, and Pol II occupancies for the wild type compared to Spt5�CTR cells are shown.
(B) Abd1 and Pol II occupancies for the wild type compared to bur2� cells are shown. Abd1 fold enrichments relative to Pol II (Abd1/Pol II) were calculated by
dividing Abd1 occupancies by Pol II occupancies. (C) Occupancies as described in panel B for Cet1. (D) Cet1/Pol II and Abd1/Pol II ChIP signals for the ORF
region of ADH1 relative to the 5= end.
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of Abd1/Pol II ratios at the ORF and 3= regions of ADH1, ACT1,
and ILV5 (Fig. 1B; see also Fig. S1C). For Cet1 we observed a
similar increase in Cet1/Pol II ratios, suggesting that residual
amounts of Cet1 molecules remain associated with the transcrip-
tion complex until the 3= ends of the genes when Bur2 is deleted
(Fig. 1C; see also Fig. S1D). At the ADH1 gene the Cet1/Pol II ratio
was also increased at the 5= region (Fig. 1C). We do not know the
reason for this increase, but to check whether the Cet1/Pol II in-
crease at the ORF region is an indirect effect due to higher levels
at the 5= region, we compared the ORF/5= ChIP ratio between
wild-type and bur2� experiments. In the wild type, the Cet1/
Pol II ratio decreased from to 100% (5=) to 3.9% (ORF), while
in bur2� it decreased to 9.5% (ORF) (Fig. 1D). Likewise, the
Abd1/Pol II ratio decreased from 100% (5=) to 18.8% (ORF) in
the wild type and to in 48.8% (ORF) in bur2� cells. Similar effects

were seen at other tested genes (see Fig. S1E). Overall these results
support a model in which the Bur1-Bur2 kinase complex helps to
release capping enzymes from Spt5, perhaps by phosphorylating
the CTR (50, 52).

Cet1-Ceg1 recruitment is restricted to the TSS. To determine
the regions of capping enzyme recruitment, we collected genome-
wide occupancy profiles for capping enzymes by ChIP-chip in
exponentially growing S. cerevisiae cultures. ChIP-chip and data
analysis were performed as described previously (21). Averaging
of ChIP profiles after alignment of genes at their TSSs (47) re-
vealed a sharp peak for Ceg1 (Fig. 2A and B, upper panels) �20 bp
downstream of the TSS. ChIP-chip profiles for total Pol II (Rpb3
subunit) are shown as a reference (see Fig. S2C in the supplemen-
tal material). The peak location and shape for Ceg1 were virtually
identical to those for Cet1 (21) (Fig. 2A and B, upper panels). Both

FIG 2 Genome-wide occupancy profiling of the capping machinery. (A) Gene-averaged ChIP-chip profiles for capping enzymes and Pol II phosphorylated at
serine 5 (S5P) residues of the CTD (upper panel) and for initiation factor TFIIB, CBC subunit CBP20, and elongation factors Bur1, Ctk1, and Spt5 (lower panel).
Profiles in the lower panel were described previously (21) except that for CBP20. Occupancy profiles taken from the quality-filtered total gene set (1,140 genes)
were cut around the TSS (250 bp upstream to 650 bp downstream; only genes of 	680 bp were considered) and averaged using a 5% trimmed mean at each
genomic position. Profiles for gene length classes are similar (see Fig. S2A in the supplemental material). ChIP-chip signal intensity is expressed as log2 IP/input.
For details refer to Materials and Methods. Dashed gray lines mark the peak positions of the averaged ChIP-chip profiles. (B) Gene-averaged ChIP-chip profiles
as described for panel A but for medium-length genes (1,238 � 300 bp; n 
 339). Genes were aligned at their TSS and pA sites (47), scaled to median length, and
averaged using a 5% trimmed mean at each genomic position. Profiles of other gene length classes are similar (see Fig. S2B). For details refer to Materials and
Methods. (C) Gene-averaged ChIP-chip profiles as described in panel A for Abd1 in wild-type compared to Spt5�CTR cells (upper panel) and for Bur1 (lower
panel). The dashed gray line marks the position where full recruitment of Bur1 is reached �250 bp downstream of the TSS.
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peaks were independent of gene length, gene type, or expression
level (see Fig. S2A, B, and E). The highly similar profiles for Cet1
and Ceg1 (R 
 0.93) are consistent with the formation of a stable
Cet1-Ceg1 heterodimer (53) and confirm the high resolution of
our occupancy profiling. Cet1-Ceg1 occupancy increases and de-
creases sharply, with a peak width similar to that obtained for the
initiation factor TFIIB (21) that binds a defined promoter region
(Fig. 2A and B, lower panels). Thus, the recruitment and activity
of the Cet1-Ceg1 heterodimer are apparently restricted to a nar-
row window near the TSS. Although ChIP data reflect only the
physical presence of proteins and although cross-linking can be
indirect via other proteins, these results are consistent with the
model that the first two capping reactions occur on the polymer-
ase surface when the nascent RNA 5= end emerges from the Pol II
RNA exit channel.

Abd1 recruitment occurs downstream of Cet1-Ceg1. ChIP-
chip profiling of the third capping enzyme, the methyltransferase
Abd1, revealed a peak �110 bp downstream of the TSS, about 90
bp further downstream from the peak for Cet1-Ceg1 (Fig. 2A and
B, upper panels). This separation of occupancy peaks for Cet1-
Ceg1 and Abd1 is highly significant and independent of gene
length, gene type, or expression level (Fig. 3; see also Fig. S2A and
B in the supplemental material). A separation of occupancy peaks
was also visible for the Cet1-Ceg1 dimer and the initiation factor
TFIIB, which is located �70 bp upstream of Cet1-Ceg1 (Fig. 2A,
compare upper and lower panels), a location that was confirmed
by nucleotide resolution ChIP-exo data (22). To further demon-
strate the resolution of our ChIP-chip data, we provide tracks of
example genes (see Fig. S2D). The Abd1 profile is very similar to
the profile for S5-phosphorylated Pol II (R 
 0.75), and the peaks
of both profiles are at the same positions (Fig. 2A and B, upper
panels). This is consistent with Abd1 binding to the S5-phosphor-
ylated CTD in vitro (11). These results suggest that cotranscrip-
tional pre-mRNA capping occurs in two steps, triphosphatase/
guanylyltransferase action and methylation, and that completion

of the cap by methylation is likely a spatially separated event that
occurs around 110 bp downstream of the TSS.

Spt5 is involved in Abd1 recruitment genome wide. We dem-
onstrated that full Abd1 recruitment to the 5= region of ADH1 and
ACT1 requires the Spt5 CTR (Fig. 1A; see also Fig. S1B in the
supplemental material). To further investigate whether deletion
of the Spt5 CTR has an effect on Abd1 occupancy genome-wide,
we carried out ChIP-chip profiling of Abd1 in cells expressing only
Spt5 lacking the CTR. We performed metagene analysis and de-
tected a decrease in Abd1 occupancy across the 5= region of the
genes (Fig. 2C, upper panel). Clustering analysis revealed that the
effect is of a general nature and is observed at most genes (data not
shown). The main differences in Abd1 occupancy between the
wild-type and Spt5�CTR backgrounds were restricted to a region
from upstream of the TSS to �250 bp downstream (Fig. 2C, upper
panel), consistent with our ChIP data at ADH1 and ACT1 (Fig. 1A;
see also Fig. S1B). Bur1 occupancy is low around the TSS and
increases further downstream, with peak occupancy also reached
�250 bp downstream of the TSS (Fig. 2C, lower panel). This is
consistent with the model that the Bur1-Bur2 kinase complex pro-
motes release of capping enzymes from Spt5 (Fig. 1B to D; see also
Fig. S1C to E). Taken together, our ChIP-chip results indicate that
the requirement of Spt5 for full Abd1 recruitment occurs globally
and is restricted to the 5= regions of the genes, where Bur1 occu-
pancy is low.

Recruitment of the cap-binding complex. The ChIP-chip
data of the capping enzymes suggested that the cap structure can
generally be completed only around 110 bp downstream of the
TSS, where peak occupancies of Abd1 were observed. If this is true,
then recruitment of the cap-binding complex (CBC), which binds
the complete cap and interacts directly with the N7 methyl group
in vitro (54, 55), should occur only from this point on down-
stream. Indeed, ChIP-chip profiling revealed that the two CBC
subunits CBP20 and CBP80 are recruited around 110 bp down-
stream of the TSS and show full occupancy from 200 to 300 bp

FIG 3 Capping enzyme profile peak distances are independent of expression level and gene length. (A) Gene-averaged profiles for Ceg1 and Abd1 for genes in
three expression level classes (for Cet1, see Fig. S2E in the supplemental material). The quality-filtered set of medium length genes (Fig. 2B) was partitioned into
three groups: low (25% to 50% quantile), medium (50% to 75% quantile), and high (	75% quantile) expression levels (see Materials and Methods). (B) Box
plots showing the gene-wise variation of peak distances between Cet1 and Abd1 for short (725 � 213 bp; n 
 266), medium (1,238 � 300 bp; n 
 339), and long
(2,217 � 679 bp; n 
 299) genes. Mean distances are indicated by filled black circles. The distributions of peak distances between Ceg1 and Abd1 are similar (data
not shown). For details see Materials and Methods.
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downstream onwards (Fig. 2A and B, lower panels; see also Fig.
S2A, B, and F in the supplemental material). CBP20 showed
higher signals than CBP80 (see Fig. S2F), probably since it con-
tains the cap-binding site. CBC occupancy drops sharply just up-
stream of the polyadenylation (pA) site. This is consistent with
release of the CBC-containing mRNA from DNA after 3= RNA
cleavage that occurs upon polymerase passage over the pA site.
These results indicate that direct binding to the complete m7G cap
dominates CBC recruitment to active genes in vivo.

Involvement of CBC in recruitment of kinases Bur1 and
Ctk1. The CBC subunit occupancy profiles resembled those of the
CTD kinases Bur1 and Ctk1, which are also released before the pA
site (21) (Fig. 2A and B, lower panels). Since binding of these
kinases is generally completed 200 to 300 bp downstream of the
TSS, we wondered whether cap completion and CBC binding trig-
ger Bur1 and Ctk1 recruitment in vivo. We carried out ChIP anal-
ysis of Bur1 and Ctk1 in knockout strains lacking CBP20 (Fig. 4),
in which the CBC-cap complex is disrupted (56). In cbp20�
strains, Bur1 occupancy was decreased up to 50% of wild-type
levels throughout the ADH1 and PMA1 genes (Fig. 4) although

Bur1 protein levels increased for unknown reasons (see Fig. S4A in
the supplemental material). The reduction in kinase occupancy
was not due to a difference in Pol II occupancy (Fig. 4), consistent
with the finding that the CBC does not affect Pol II processivity
(56). In contrast, CBP20 deletion did not affect Ctk1 recruitment
to the 5= region of ADH1 and PMA1 but reduced Ctk1 occupancy
in the central and the 3= regions of the genes (Fig. 4) although Ctk1
protein levels were increased for an unknown reason (see Fig.
S4A). Taken together, these results demonstrate that the CBC is
required for normal recruitment of the CTD kinase Bur1 to active
genes and for maintaining high occupancy of Ctk1 further down-
stream.

Role of CBC in CTD S2 phosphorylation and elongation fac-
tor recruitment. Since Bur1 and Ctk1 phosphorylate S2 residues
of the Pol II CTD (24, 25), we suspected that CBP20 deletion
would affect levels of S2-phosphorylated Pol II and elongation
factor recruitment. To test this, we performed ChIP experiments
using specific antibodies that recognize the S2-phosphorylated
CTD. As expected, deletion of CBP20 led to a 2-fold decrease in S2
phosphorylation levels in the central and 3= regions of the ADH1

FIG 4 CBP20 is involved in recruitment of kinases Bur1 and Ctk1. ChIP-qPCR analysis was performed to monitor changes in elongation factor and Pol II
recruitment upon CBP20 deletion. Changes in levels of Ser-2 phosphorylated Pol II CTD (S2P) were also analyzed. Three gene regions of ADH1 (A) (Fig. 1) and
PMA1 (B) (see Fig. S4B in the supplemental material) were investigated. Occupancies for wild-type (black bars) compared to cbp20� (gray bars) cells are shown.
Occupancies were calculated as fold enrichments over an ORF-free untranscribed region on chromosome V and are indicated on the y axes (see Materials and
Methods). Error bars show standard deviations from at least three independent experiments of biological replicates, and the asterisk indicates factor occupancies
that are significantly different (P � 0.05) between the wild-type and mutant conditions using Student’s t test.
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and PMA1 genes (Fig. 4). Also, CBP20 deletion affected down-
stream occupancy with the Pol II elongation factors Elf1, Spn1,
and Spt6 (Fig. 4; see also Fig. S4B in the supplemental material),
the last of which binds the S2-phosphorylated CTD in vitro (57).
Moreover, genome-wide occupancy of Elf1 and Spn1 correlates
with S2 phosphorylation levels (21). Elongation factor Spt4 was
reduced at the 3= region of ADH1 but not PMA1, and elongation
factors Spt5 and Spt16 were unaffected (see Fig. S4B to D; also data
not shown). Thus, proper Bur1 and Ctk1 recruitment by CBC is
crucial for maintaining high levels of S2-phosphorylated Pol II
and elongation factors.

Abd1 contributes to Bur1 and Ctk1 recruitment. To further
investigate a role for capping in recruitment of the CTD kinases
Bur1 and Ctk1 in vivo, we conditionally depleted the essential
Abd1 methyltransferase from the nucleus using the anchor-away
(AA) method (44). Abd1 was tagged with the FKBP12-rapamycin
binding domain (FRB) and depleted from the nucleus upon rapa-
mycin treatment by its anchoring to FKBP12 fused to the ribo-
somal protein RPL13A. Strains expressing Abd1-FRB from the
endogenous ABD1 promoter grew normally, but rapamycin addi-
tion induced a growth defect (see Fig. S5A in the supplemental

material). To confirm nuclear depletion of Abd1, we tagged the
Abd1-FRB fusion protein with GFP and monitored fluorescence
upon rapamycin treatment. Abd1-FRB-GFP was exclusively lo-
cated in nuclei, and rapamycin treatment led to cytoplasmic flu-
orescence (see Fig. S5B), as expected.

Nuclear depletion of Abd1 decreased Bur1 occupancy at the
ADH1 and PMA1 genes (Fig. 5), as observed upon CBP20 dele-
tion. This suggested that a lower level of cap completion could
have led to reduced CBC binding and thus reduced Bur1 recruit-
ment. Consistent with this, CBP20 occupancy was reduced to
about 40% throughout PMA1 and in the central and 3= regions of
ADH1 upon nuclear depletion of Abd1 (Fig. 5). Moreover, Abd1
depletion reduced Ctk1 recruitment to the central and 3= regions
of ADH1 and PMA1 by �50% (Fig. 5). In addition, Ctk1 occu-
pancy was also decreased at the 5= region of PMA1 upon Abd1
depletion but was unaffected by CBP20 deletion (compare Fig. 4B
and 5B). Changes in ChIP signals did not originate either from
differences in Pol II occupancy (Fig. 5) or from rapamycin treat-
ment (see Fig. S6A and B in the supplemental material). Total
protein levels of Bur1 and Ctk1 remained unchanged upon Abd1
depletion (see Fig. S6C). Taken together, these results indicate that

FIG 5 Abd1 contributes to recruitment of the CBC, Bur1, and Ctk1. ChIP-qPCR analysis was performed to monitor changes in Bur1, Ctk1, CBP20, and Pol II
recruitment upon Abd1 nuclear depletion using the anchor-away technique. Changes in levels of Ser-2-phosphorylated Pol II CTD (S2P) were also analyzed.
Three gene regions of ADH1 (A) (Fig. 1) and PMA1 (B) (see Fig. S4B in the supplemental material) were investigated. Occupancies in the Abd1 anchor-away
strain that was left untreated (black bars) or treated with rapamycin for 60 min (gray bars) are indicated. Occupancies were calculated as fold enrichments over
an ORF-free untranscribed region on chromosome V and are indicated on the y axes (see Materials and Methods). Error bars show standard deviations from at
least three independent experiments of biological replicates, and the asterisk indicates factor occupancies that are significantly different (P � 0.05) between the
treated and untreated conditions using a paired-sample Student’s t test.
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the cap methyltransferase Abd1 is important for recruitment of
CBC and for maintaining normal levels of the CTD kinases Bur1
and Ctk1.

A global view of initiation-elongation factor exchange. We
carried out a correlation analysis with genome-wide occupancy
profiles reported here and elsewhere (21, 23, 51). Pearson corre-
lation coefficients between profiles were provided as a similarity
metric to calculate a correlation-based two-dimensional network
using the GraphViz’s Neato algorithm (49). In the resulting net-
work, elongation factors such as Spt5 and CBC cluster with Pol II,
indicating that the elongating form of Pol II dominates its ge-
nome-wide occupancy profile (Fig. 6; see also Fig. S3 in the sup-
plemental material). Initiation and termination factors form dis-
tinct clusters, reflecting different phases of the transcription cycle.
Profiles for the capping enzymes lie between clusters for initiation
and elongation factors. This unbiased analysis highlights the cen-
tral role of pre-mRNA capping in the initiation-elongation tran-
sition. Profiles of the Pol II isoforms phosphorylated at S5 and S7
fall between the initiation and elongation clusters, consistent with
the role of these modifications in the transition (11–13, 36, 58).

DISCUSSION

We previously observed that genome-wide ChIP occupancy pro-
files for yeast transcription initiation and elongation factors are
not overlapping, consistent with the exchange of factors during a

general initiation-elongation transition (21). Here, we show that
this transition and factor exchange involve stepwise recruitment
of proteins that form and recognize the RNA 5= cap structure. We
first analyzed the occupancy of cap-forming and cap-binding pro-
teins on active Pol II genes and then investigated how formation of
a complete cap triggers the recruitment of the elongation-promot-
ing kinases Bur1 and Ctk1.

In the first part of this work, we found that the RNA triphos-
phatase Cet1 and the guanylyltransferase Ceg1 have virtually iden-
tical occupancy profiles, with sharp peaks �20 bp downstream of
the TSSs. This is consistent with the existence of a stable Cet1-
Ceg1 heterodimer in fungi (53) and the presence of both activities
within a single enzyme in metazoa (59). Occupancy for the cap
methyltransferase Abd1 was clearly distinct and peaked �110 bp
downstream of the TSS. This is consistent with earlier studies also
showing a significant lag from guanylylation to methylation using
a functionally coupled human in vitro transcription/capping sys-
tem (60, 61). Thus, whereas Cet1 and Ceg1 are obviously recruited
in a single step and are present only near the TSS, Abd1 is recruited
further downstream and can remain until the 3= end of a gene,
consistent with ChIP data at individual genes (13). Abd1 recruit-
ment apparently leads to cap completion immediately down-
stream because the cap-binding complex reaches full occupancy
levels about 200 to 300 bp downstream of the TSS, supporting the
hypothesis that the methylated cap recruits the CBC to nascent

FIG 6 Correlation-based network of occupancy profiles reflects different phases of the transcription cycle. A correlation analysis of genome-wide ChIP-chip
profiles reported here and elsewhere (21, 23, 51) was performed. Pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between concatenated gene profiles
ranging each from the TSS minus 250 bp to the pA site plus 250 bp (see also Table S1 and Fig. S3 in the supplemental material) and were provided as a similarity
metric to calculate a two-dimensional network using the GraphViz’s Neato algorithm (see Materials and Methods). Solid lines represent known direct interac-
tions between factors. Dashed lines represent known direct interactions between factors and the phosphorylated CTD of Pol II. Essential and nonessential factors
are represented as boxes and circles, respectively. Pol II phosphoisoforms are represented as hexagons.
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mRNA in yeast (56). We further demonstrated that full capping
enzyme recruitment requires the CTR of Spt5. Since our genome-
wide ChIP-chip data revealed that the main peak for Spt5 occu-
pancy lies downstream of the capping enzyme peaks, we suggest
that the capping factors are loaded onto the Pol II machinery first
via binding to the S5-phosphorylated CTD (11–13) and that this
association is subsequently stabilized by Spt5.

In the second part of our work we found that cap completion is
coupled to the recruitment of the kinases Bur1 and Ctk1. These
yeast enzymes share homology with mammalian Cdk9, the kinase
subunit of the P-TEFb complex that triggers the transition into
productive transcription elongation (28–30). Normal Bur1 and
Ctk1 recruitment to active genes, and thus proper S2 phosphory-
lation levels of Pol II, required Abd1 and CBC. The CBC and its
effect on CTD S2 phosphorylation were also important for main-
taining high levels of elongation factors. Recruitment of Bur1 ad-
ditionally depends on binding the S5-phosphorylated CTD (24),
suggesting that the CBC and the CTD cooperate for Bur1 recruit-
ment. Since Bur1 also phosphorylates the Spt5 CTR (50, 52) and
since we show here that the Spt5 CTR contributes to capping
enzyme recruitment, Bur1 may help to release capping enzymes
from Spt5 after cap completion. This is consistent with our finding
that Abd1 occupancy downstream of Bur1 recruitment was unaf-
fected by CTR deletion (Fig. 1A and 2C). In addition, we demon-
strated that Bur2 deletion leads to increased Cet1 and Abd1 occu-
pancies along the gene bodies of ADH1, ACT1, and ILV5, further
supporting our model.

Our findings agree with published results that showed physical
interactions between the capping machinery and early elongation
factors (34, 35, 37–40, 43). In addition, a recent study showed that
gene recruitment of Bur2 and Ctk2, the cyclin partners of Bur1
and Ctk1, respectively, required the CBC (43). Furthermore, this
study demonstrated an effect of CBC deletion on S2 phosphory-
lation. Our data are consistent with these findings but also provide
additional insights that lead to a more complete model for factor
exchange during the initiation-elongation transition of Pol II. All
available results support a previously proposed capping-depen-
dent checkpoint during early elongation (2, 38, 41, 42).

From these studies emerges the following model for the initia-
tion-elongation transition (Fig. 7). During initiation, the growing
RNA transcript triggers initiation factor dissociation, which liber-
ates the Pol II clamp domain for binding Spt5 (6, 7). The S5-

phosphorylated CTD stimulates recruitment of capping enzymes
to Pol II (11–13), and this association is subsequently stabilized by
the CTR of Spt5. When the nascent RNA appears on the Pol II
surface, it receives an inverse GMP moiety by the action of the
Cet1-Ceg1 heterodimer. Rapid dissociation of Cet1-Ceg1 gives
way to the cap methyltransferase Abd1, which is recruited down-
stream and can remain with partially S5-phosphorylated elongat-
ing Pol II. Abd1 and the S5-phosphorylated CTD (24) initially
recruit Ctk1 and Bur1, respectively. The cap is completed by
methylation and binds CBC, which ensures high occupancy for
both Ctk1 and Bur1 when levels of Abd1 and S5 phosphorylation
drop downstream. Nascent RNAs with unmethylated cap struc-
tures are removed by the Rai1-Rat1 decay pathway (62). Bur1
phosphorylates promoter-proximal CTD S2 residues and the Spt5
CTR, promoting release of capping enzymes. This facilitates re-
cruitment of the Paf complex (24, 50, 52, 63), which establishes
histone modifications linked to active transcription (64). Ctk1
phosphorylates S2 residues of the CTD further downstream (24,
25) and stimulates Pol II association with elongation, chromatin-
modifying, and RNA-processing factors (57, 65, 66), resulting in a
productive elongation complex. Because recent evidence indicates
that Bur1 is the P-TEFb (Cdk9) homologue (31), the same events
likely occur during the initiation-elongation transition in higher
cells.
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